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Part A (Objective TYpe Questions)

Answer all fovr questinns.

1. 4Jh round NFHS covers

(a) 2010-11.

(c) 2012-13.

2. India ranks GDI positibn in 2013.

(a) L22.
:

(c) L42.

3" TFRisveryhighin

(a) Kerala, ' , - (b) Andhra Pradesh

(c) Bihar. (d) Gujarat.

(b) 2011-1.2,

(d), None of these.

, :,

(b) t82, 
.

(d) L52;

:. , ,.i, *

(b) 75%.

(d) None of these. :

Maximum: 30 Weightage

(4xYt=lweightage)

(4xY+ = lweightage)

4, Female literacy in Kerala is:

(a) 65To.

(c) 85To.

Fill in theblanks questions. Ansrver allfour questions:

5. HDI is defined as 
---

6. Adult sex ratio of India as per 2011 census i5 

-'
7. MMR measures

8. Gender is defined as 

-.
T\rrrr over
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True or False questions. Answer all four questions :

g. Millennium development goals in India targets MMR at a.rate of 42.

10. Total fertility rate of India in 2015 is 1'5'

11. In 2013, India ranks 75 position as per HDI out of 187 countries'

12. As per 2011 census, female literacy in India is 75Vo

(4xYn=lweightage)

Part B (Short Answer 1}pe Questions)

Answer all questions'

13, Write a note on gender ernpowerment measure'

14. Write a note on sterilization.

15. Explain the concdpt Gender equity.

16. Distinguish between Patriarchy and Matriarchy'
-L7. 

Define fertilitY rate.

18. Explain the concept of missing \tromen'

19. Define Gender Economics

20. Distinguish between GDI and HDI.

2L. Explain the concePt feminism
(9x1=gweightage)

Part C (Short Essay T)pe Questions)

Answer anY frve queitions' 
*

22. Explain the concept of,gender division of,labour'

2g. Discuss the role of social networ}s and blogs for women development.

24. Briefly describe the reason for backwardness of Indian women.

ZS. Explain the types of discrimination faced by women in Indian society.

26. Write a note on gender development initiatives in Indian constitution.

, 27. Explain various public policies and programmes to inrprove v/omens health.

28. Briefly describe the wage discriminatory practices in India.

(5 x 2= 10 weightage)
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Part D (Essay TVpe Questions)

Answer any two questinns.

29. Write an essay on crimes and violence against women. L

30. Discuss the nature and scope of women development in the era of globalization.

31. Briefly describe the changing role of Inlian wpmen in changin$ trrdian societies.

(2x4=Sweightage)
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